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Bone marrow transplantation or
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SUMMARY
Two forms of therapy have now established efficacy in severe
aplastic anaemia (SAA)-bone marrow transplantation
(BMT) and immunomodulation (1M) with anti-lymphocyte or
anti-thymocyte globulin (ALG, ATG). However, the exact pre-
treatment characteristics that will determine the response to
either of the therapeutic modalities have not yet been determined.

Bacigalupo and colleagues studied 509 patients with SAA
who were treated between 1981 and 1986: 218 patients under-
went BMT while 291 were treated with 1M, the selection was
based on the availability of an HLA identical sibling donor for
the patients given BMT. The conditioning regimens used for
BMT were: Cyclophosphamide (Cy) alone, Cy and buffy coat
(Be), Cy together with total lymphoid or total body irradiation
(TLI, TBI), Cy with thoracoabdominal irradiation (TAl):
Methotrexate, cyclosporin or T-cell depletion of the marrow
were used for prophylaxis against graft versus host disease
(GVHD). Only 15patients did not have blood transfusions prior
toBMT.

1M was accomplished with horse ALG (lnstitut Merieux,
France and Impfinstitut, Bern, Switzerland) or rabbit ALG
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands). ALG was administered either
alone or in combination with prednisolone or androgens. Ten
patients also received haploidentical bone marrow infusion
following ALG administration. Twenty-three patients had not
received blood transfusions at the time of ALG treatment.

None of the patients had received previous therapy. Those in
the 1M group were older than those in the BMT group. and the
1Mgroup also contained a greater number of patients with more
than 0.5 x 109/L neutrophils and more patients infected at treat-
ment. Other features such as aetiology, sex and presence of
haemorrhage were similar in the two groups.

Overall six-year survival was 63% for BMT and 61% for 1M
patients. There was no difference in outcome after stratifying
patients according to the aetiology of aplasia, sex, time from
diagnosis or previous therapy. Patients under 20 years had a
significantly better survival rate with BMT than with 1M (66%
vs. 55%), while in those above 20 years the survival rate was
lower (59% vs. 72%). The severity of aplasia was also an impor-
tant variable. BMT was more effective in patients with less than
0.2x109/L neutrophils (very severe aplastic anaemia, vSAA)
than 1M (64% vs. 41%). For those with more than 0.2x109/L
neutrophils (moderately severe aplastic anaemia, mSAA), 1M
therapy showed better results than treatment with BMT.

Patients with infection and haemorrhage did better with BMT .
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than with 1M (65% vs. 45% and 55% vs. 40%, respectively).
ALG was superior to BMT in those without infection (68% vs.
60%) or haemorrhage (77% vs. 69%) at the time of treatment.

Multivariate analysis showed the neutrophil count at presenta-
tion and age to be the most important variables which predicted
response to treatment. On stratifying analysis according to these
variables, four categories of patients were identified:
- Patients less than 20 years of age with vSAA in whom BMT

proved superior to 1M (64% vs. 38%).
- Patients over 20 with mSAA in whom BMT proved inferior to

1M (62% vs. 82%).
- Patients less than 20 years of age with mSAA in whom there

was no significant difference between BMT and 1M (58% vs.
62%), and

- Patients over 20 years of age with vSAA in whom the difference
was not significant (44% vs. 43%).
Karnowsky's scores were similar in the survivors in both the

groups (93±12 for BMT and 92±1l for 1M). Morbidity was
related mainly to GVHD after BMT and persistence of varying
degrees of aplasia after 1M.

COMMENTS
Aplastic anaemia is a heterogeneous disorder characterized
by pancytopenia in the peripheral blood and a hypocellular
marrow. SAA is diagnosed when any two of the following
three peripheral blood criteria are met:
1. A neutrophil count less than 0.5 x 109/L.
2. A platelet count less than 20x 109/L.
3. Reticulocytes less than 1% (corrected for haematocrit)

along with hypocellularity of the marrow (less than
25% of normal) or moderate hypocellularity (25% to
50%) but with less than 30% of the remaining cells
being haernopoietic.'

Untreated SAA is associated with a greater than 50%
mortality at 6 months and with a less than 20% chance of
haematological recovery. When two effective but markedly
different forms of treatment become available for a disease,
it is important to be able to identify which patients are
most suited to which therapy. Bacigalupo and colleagues
have attempted to address this problem. Although not the
results of a randomized trial, these are the best data pre-
sentlyavailable.

Experience has been accumulating since the early 1970s,
and more effective preparatory regimens are now utilized
for BMT (especially for the multiple-transfused patient
with SAA). Better support facilities and drugs are avail-
able for combating cytopenia and controlling GVHD.
Thus, in the 1980s, an overall survival greater than 70% at
2 years is being reported for SAA with BMT from many
centres in Europe and the USA. The performance of
BMT depends on having an HLA identical sibling donor
available and, in developing countries, the cost ofthe pro-
cedure. Should all patients with SAA who have an identical
sibling donor undergo BMT? The data presented suggest
the answer should be: No. BMT ismost suited for patients
with vSAA who are below 20 years of age, especially if
they have infection and haemorrhage. (This has also been
noted in another report,") In other patients with SAA,
BMT may not be advisable as responses are either similar
or inferior to 1M.
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Immunomodulation as a form of therapy for SAA is
essentially a byproduct of intensive efforts to improve the
results of BMT. Mathe and his colleagues' noted recovery
of autologous haematopoiesis in some patients in whom
ALG was used as an immunosuppressive agent to prevent
graft rejection. Though the exact mechanism of its action
remains speculative, its clinicalefficacyhas been established
by a number of groups using ALGI ATG from different
sources. The reported survival in the 1980s varies from
52% to 76%. Should every patient with SAA then be a
candidate for 1M?The answer again is: No. 1Mis likely to
be most beneficial to patients with mSAA above 20 years
of age without any infection or haemorrhage.

In other patients (mSAA below 20 years and vSAA
above 20 years of age), the response to BMT andIM is
similar. As 1M is a simpler and less expensive mode of
treatment, one might opt for it and in case the therapy
fails, resort to BMT if an HLA identical sibling donor is
available. But the choice is not so simple. Results of BMT
tend to be worse in patients who have had a course of 1M
compared with those who are transplanted immediately.
There are also disturbing reports of late haematological
complications occurring in patients with SAA who have
not been treated with BMT.4 Of the 75 surviving patients
treated with ALG (out of a total of 103) with a median
follow up of 40 months (range 0 to 133), 20 (26%)
developed late haematological complications-8 showed
transition to the myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) or to
acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) and 13showed evidence
of paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH). This
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risk is reported to increase to as high as 57% at 8 years
using a Kaplan-Meier analysis. In contrast, neither PNH
nor leukaemia was observed in patients treated with
BMT. No deaths or haematological complications occurred
within 2 years of BMT. In another similar report," 5 out of
38 adult patients with SAA, followed up for two years or
more without BMT, developed MDS or AML. Though
undoubtedly important, these are reports from only two
centres in Europe. It remains to be seen whether similar
complications are noted in such proportions by other
groups. Aplastic anaemia has an extremely varied
aetiopathogenesis and there may be considerable regional
differences.
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SUMMARY
The relative roles of ~ cell dysfunction and insulin resistance in
type 2 diabetes has been debated for over 40 years. This study by
Rosemary Temple and her colleagues evaluated, by a highly
specific assay, the plasma insulin response to oral glucose in
patients with noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).

Of the 72 individuals studied, 49 were patients with NIDDM, 7
had impaired glucose tolerance and 16were controls. The patients
were attending the University of Wales Hospital diabetic unit and
were diagnosed to have NIDDM for the first time. The controls
were age, weight and sex matched and had no family history of
diabetes mellitus. The patients were subdivided according to
their body mass index (BMI) into obese and non-obese groups

(BMI >26.5 obese; <26.5 non-obese). All the subjects were
studied before dietary or pharmacological intervention. All had
a standard 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and the blood
was sampled every 30 minutes. Apart from plasma glucose levels,
samples from NIDDM patients and controls were assayed for
insulin, intact pro-insulin and split pro-insulins. Hormonal mea-
surements were made by using highly specific monoclonal anti-
body-based two site immunoradiometric assays. This new assay
technique pioneered by the authors was used to accurately esti-
mate the true levels of insulin in the plasma. Though conven-
tional radioimmunoassay was done, it was thought to be of poor
specificity despite being highly sensitive.

There was no difference in the mean basal insulin concentrations
between diabetics and control subjects. Obese individuals in
each group, however, had higher insulin levels, but this too was
not statistically significant. Basal intact pro-insulin and 32-33
split pro-insulin levels were markedly higher in diabetics (both
obese and non-obese) compared to controls. The mean insulin
response at 30 minutes was higher in obese than in non-obese
control subjects and in controls compared with diabetics. No
statistically significant difference Wasobserved between the sum
of insulin and related molecules in diabetics and controls. The
concentrations of 6~6 split pro-insulin were very low in all sub-
jects (1 pmol/l) and could not be analysed.

Insulin deficiency was clearly demonstrated in diabetics during
the OGTT, though basal levels were similar to those in the control
subjects. However, immunoradiometric assay measurement of
pro-insulin and related molecules showed that the concentra-


